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Jw Marriott Hotel Rio De Janeiro
Guests relaxing poolside at the JW Marriott Hotel Rio de Janeiro will
enjoy unparalleled views of the world famous Copacabana beach
and the iconic Cristo Redentor statue high atop Corcovado Mountain.

To Our Stockholders
Steady improvements in the economic climate and our operations, as well as the strategic allocation
of resources for acquisitions and capital investments to our existing portfolio, helped Host Hotels
& Resorts begin to recover from 2009, one of the most difficult years in the history of the lodging
industry. By year end, our strategy helped drive a 53% increase in our stock price, significantly
outpacing both the Standard & Poor’s and the Morgan Stanley REIT indices for the year.

• A revenue increase of 7.1% to over $4.4 billion for 2010

2 010 Acco mp li s h ments
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W. Edward Walter

Richard E. marriott

President and Chief Executive Officer

Chairman of the Board

rated transient business
and actual rate increases;

of a sustained growth
period in the lodging industry that will be driven by low

• An increase in Funds from Operations in 2010 of 33%

levels of new supply and increasing demand.

to $.68 per diluted share, while Adjusted EBITDA
grew 3.3% to $824 million. Diluted loss per share

When analyzing the accomplishments of 2010, it’s

improved 53% to $.21 per share for the year;

important to remember where we began the year.
The lodging industry had just experienced a decline

• Completing over $500 million in acquisitions in 2010

in RevPAR of over 16% in 2009 and weakness in the

including the purchase of the W New York – Union

credit markets had created an environment where

Square, the Westin Chicago River North, the Le

financing for hotel transactions was generally unavail-

Méridien Piccadilly in London and the JW Marriott

able. As a result of our careful financial stewardship

Hotel Rio de Janeiro;

over the past several years, we were poised to take
advantage of opportunities as the operating and

• Acquiring $1 billion in assets in the first three months

financing environment improved, shifting our focus

of 2011 by purchasing the Manchester Grand Hyatt

from increasing liquidity to strategically raising and

San Diego, the New York Helmsley Hotel and a

deploying capital. Some of the highlights for 2010 and

portfolio of seven properties in New Zealand man-

early 2011 include:

aged by Accor under the ibis and Novotel brands;

COVER: A seamless blend of classic architecture and modern design, the W New York — Union Square Hotel offers the
charm of old New York with a savvy W touch. This masterpiece is tucked in the heart of Silicon Alley, where cutting edge
technology and international business thrive.
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• Investing in our existing assets to enhance the over-

on improving RevPAR by increasing rate and shifting

all return on our investment provides some of our

business to higher-rated group and transient business,

highest investment yields. In 2010, we invested over

all of which drive the bottom line. We will benefit

$114 million in these projects, including the addi-

from limited supply growth as development financing

tion of a 21,500 square foot ballroom and 4,500

for hotels was in the past very limited and there is a

square foot outdoor venue space at the Westin

long lead-time from inception to completion of the

Kierland Resort & Spa, as well as several green ini-

development of an upper upscale or luxury hotel.

tiatives such as the installation of energy efficient

This positive supply/demand relationship and the

AquaRecycle systems that reclaim and reuse laun-

improving economic outlook is a strong indicator for

dry wastewater at our properties; and

improving financial performance in 2011. We are
more convinced than ever that our combination of

• Strengthening our balance sheet by lowering our

quality assets, financial strength and management

debt-to-equity ratio and reducing our average

expertise creates an attractive opportunity for our

interest rate through the reduction in debt and

company and our investors. We will continue to build

preferred stock of over $460 million and issuing

on our industry leading position and work to provide

more than $400 million of equity, adding ample

superior returns to our stockholders.

capital to fund acquisitions.
2011 Expectations

Looking forward, it’s easy to get excited by the potential
for our company. Despite the turmoil in the Middle
East and the recent tragedy in Japan, the current con-

Richard E. Marriott

sensus economic forecast still predicts an improving

Chairman of the Board

economy, which, when combined with reduced unemployment levels, bode well for lodging demand.
Consistent with the early stages of an upturn in the
lodging cycle, we expect to continue to benefit from
W. Edward Walter

rising demand as occupancy levels are currently well

President and Chief Executive Officer

below our prior stabilized levels. With these expected
increases in occupancy, our managers will be focused

March 23, 2011
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Financial Highlights

(u n au d i t e d)

2010

2009

Operating Data (in millions)

Revenues
Operating profit
Net loss

$ 4,437
223
(132)

$ 4,144
149
(258)

$
$

$     (.34)
$     (.45)
587.2

Diluted loss per Common Share

Loss from continuing operations
Diluted loss
Diluted weighted average shares outstanding (in millions)

(.20)
(.21)
656.1

Balance Sheet Data (in millions)

Total assets
Debt
Equity

$ 12,411
5,477
6,332

$12,555
5,837
6,211

$   824
.68
17.87

$     798
.51
11.67

108
59,125
$ 171.43
70.2%
$120.26

108
59,125
$171.25
66.4%
$113.66

Other Data

Adjusted EBITDA(1) (in millions)
Funds from operations per diluted share (1)
Stock price on December 31st
Comparable Hotel Data (2 )

Number of properties
Number of rooms
Average daily rate
Occupancy percentage
RevPAR(3)
(1)

Funds from Operations (FFO) per diluted share and Adjusted Earnings before Interest Expense, Income Taxes, Depreciation, Amortization
and other items (Adjusted EBITDA) are not generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) financial measures within the meaning of the
rules of the Securities & Exchange Commission. These measures have been reconciled to comparable GAAP measures. For reconciliations
of FFO per diluted share and Adjusted EBITDA to the comparable GAAP measures, see page 16 of this report.

(2)

We define our comparable hotels as properties that are owned or leased by us and the operations of which are included in our consolidated
results, whether as continuing operations or discontinued operations, for the entirety of the reporting periods being compared, and that
have not sustained substantial property damage or business interruption or undergone large-scale capital projects during the reporting
periods being compared.

(3)

Room revenue per available room (“RevPAR”) represents the combination of average daily room rate charged and the average daily
occupancy achieved, and is a commonly used indicator of hotel performance. RevPAR does not include food and beverage or other
ancillary revenues generated by the property.

Our Annual Report on Form 10-K filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission is included in our mailing to
stockholders and together with this 2010 Annual Report forms our annual report to stockholders within the meaning
of SEC rules.
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A GLOBAL STRATEGIC FOCUS
Our goal is simple: Aggressively pursue the finest assets in key markets across the globe where the
potential for superior growth and limited new supply will maximize profits and drive stockholder
value. Executing this strategy requires a careful balance of intelligent capital allocation and
disciplined financial management.

We consistently examine our portfolio to ensure it reflects
the dynamics of changing world markets, diversifying our
holdings to reduce risk, while increasing growth potential. We analyze key metrics such as growth in GDP,
business investment and new lodging supply, beginning
at the national level then zooming in on specific cities and
submarkets. We look for multiple demand drivers, such
as political and business centers and destinations that are
attractive to both domestic and international travelers,
where we can achieve optimal returns. We focus on properties operated by world class operators like Marriott,
Hyatt, Accor and Starwood.
Within the United States, which contains, and will continue to represent, the vast majority of our portfolio, our
focus is on coastal gateway cities and Chicago, as we

CONSOLIDATED HOTELS
EUROPEAN JOINT VENTURE HOTELS
JOINT VENTURE HOME OFFICE
ASSET-MANAGED PROPERTIES

EUROPE
Our largest investment inter
nationally, the  European joint 
venture owns  11 assets in six
countries. As, Collectively, Europe 
is one of the largest economic 
markets in the world, we plan to 
expand and further diversify our 
joint venture, pursuing the finest 
The Westin Palace, Madrid, A Luxury Collection Hotel, is a

assets in key  European cities 

monument to elegance and turn-of-the century grandeur.

including  London, Paris, Munich 

the magnificent building, highlighted by its signature

and other gateway cities.

stained glass dome, has long been a center of Spanish
society. This hotel is owned by our European joint venture.
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believe these markets will outperform over the next

this strategy, our Asian joint venture is finalizing the

lodging cycle. Over the last 12 months, we successfully

acquisition of a 36% interest in a joint venture in India

executed on this strategy by acquiring hotels in New York,

to develop seven midscale and upscale properties in

Chicago and San Diego.

Bangalore, Chennai and Delhi totaling 1,750 rooms. We
expect the first of these properties to open later this year.

Across the Atlantic, our European joint venture has sig-

Additionally, in February 2011, we completed the acqui-

nificant presence in Italy, Spain and Belgium. Our recent

sition of seven properties located in four cities across

focus has been looking for acquisition opportunities in

New Zealand that are managed by Accor under their ibis

Great Britain, France and Germany due to strong lodg-

and Novotel brands.

ing fundamentals. Our acquisition of the Le Méridien
Piccadilly, which is in the heart of London, is an excellent

In Latin America, and particularly Brazil, we are exploring

example of the type of well-located asset we are pursuing.

joint venture relationships with local partners to leverage
their expertise in the development of midscale and upscale

In the fast growing Asia/Pacific markets, the new found

hotels that we believe will benefit from the area’s high

wealth of growing middle classes will result in increased

growth potential and improving stability and infrastructure.

levels of domestic travel and consumer spending. We

At the same time, we will continue to pursue high-quality,

believe this provides an attractive opportunity to invest in

investment grade assets, such as the JW Marriott Hotel

midscale and upscale properties based on the currently

Rio de Janeiro, that are consistent with our proven strategy

limited supply of quality lodging product. Consistent with

of acquiring premium hotels with high barriers to entry.

After the Restoration of the English monarchy in 1660, Piccadilly emerged as one of the most fashionable locales in London,
a designation it holds today. A landmark hotel, Le Méridien Piccadilly is a contemporary and stimulating retreat in the heart
of London’s vibrant West end.
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The WESTIN CHICAGO RIVER NORTH
With its commanding view of the Chicago River and skyline, this 424-room property provides travelers with
easy access to nearby business and theatre districts, trendy restaurants and art galleries. Whatever the
reason for your visit, this AAA Four Diamond award winning hotel will leave you relaxed and rejuvenated.

CAPITAL ALLOCATION & VALUE ENHANCEMENT
Whether we are acquiring premium hotel assets or enhancing and refining our existing portfolio to
maintain our industry-leading standard of excellence, our goal is to drive future revenue growth
and create long-term stockholder value.

Our primary objective is to acquire new assets or invest
in our existing portfolio to generate yields that are meaningfully in excess of our weighted cost of capital. In 2010,
we executed on a broad range of initiatives, investing
nearly $800 million in acquisitions and capital expenditures designed to enhance our existing portfolio and drive
improved operating performance.
Our acquisition strategy is tightly focused: we look for
premium properties primarily located in gateway cities
with difficult barriers to entry that are managed by leading operators with broad appeal to multiple customer
segments. We believe our recent acquisitions, which were
completed in the early stages of a recovery at a significant
discount to replacement cost, have high growth potential and will likely provide superior returns. However,
we don’t just expect success, we work to make it happen.
For example, this year we will begin a comprehensive
$65 million renovation and repositioning of the New
York Helmsley Hotel. Scheduled to be completed in
2012, this midtown Manhattan property will

CONSOLIDATED HOTELS

be re-branded as a Westin, and as only
the second Westin in the city, should
benefit greatly from its inclusion in
the Starwood Preferred Guest system.

The Americas
North  America remains the core 

We also may purchase mortgage debt that

of our business with 111 properties 

is secured by hotel properties when we believe

in prime  urban and resort loca-

we can buy the debt at a discount and earn attrac-

tions. In 2011 and beyond, we look 

tive returns through principal and interest payments or

forward to expanding our  Latin 

the eventual ownership of the hotel through foreclosure.

America footprint, particularly 

In April 2010, we acquired the two most junior tranches

in  Brazil, where the limited 

of a $427 million mortgage loan at a significant discount

supply of quality lodging Accom

to their face value of $64 million. The loans are secured by

modation provides attractive 

a 1,900-room portfolio of hotels in Europe and currently,

growth opportunities.

these properties are performing significantly above expectations, increasing the value of our investment.
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Ideally located for business and leisure, the newly remodeled 1,220 room Sheraton Boston Hotel lets you enjoy everything
the famous back bay area has to offer. It offers indoor walkways to the Hynes Convention Center, The Shops at Prudential and
Copley Place and is only blocks from the financial district, Charles River, Newbury Street and Fenway Park.

We also seek opportunities to enhance asset value by
investing in return on investment or repositioning projects
that are outside the scope of typical renewal and replacement capital expenditures. Over time, these investments
have represented roughly 50% of our capital program and
are designed to take advantage of changing market conditions, superior locations or other opportunities to create
value at our properties. During 2010, major initiatives
included an extensive, multi-year $190 million project to
reposition and renovate the San Diego Marriott Marquis
& Marina, which will encompass all 1,360 guest rooms,
the pool, fitness center, and the expansion and development of new meeting space and an exhibit hall, as well as
the development of a new 21,500 square foot ballroom
and 4,500 square foot outdoor venue space at the Westin
Kierland Resort & Spa. We anticipate spending an addiLocated in the very heart of our Nation’s capital, the Hyatt

tional $300 million on these projects in 2011.

Regency Washington on Capitol Hill is an ideal location
for business and leisure travelers all year round.
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The Fairmont Kea Lani Maui
The Fairmont Kea Lani, Hawaii’s only all-suite luxury resort, rests
gracefully on the sunny southwest shores of Maui. We recently completed
a multi-million dollar renovation at this tropical paradise resort creating
a truly one-of-kind experience that portrays the essence of aloha.

SUPERIOR ASSET MANAGEMENT
Managing our portfolio in a global marketplace requires strategic vision. Assuring strong growth
in future revenues means implementing that vision today. We work with our operators to develop the
optimal business mix for each property to drive revenues, while developing more efficient ways to
operate our hotels to improve bottom-line performance.

The quality of our portfolio creates high guest expectations. Exposure to broadly diversified markets, a vast
array of brands and world class operators provides our
management team with a perspective that is unique in
the industry. Our ability to utilize our proprietary business intelligence system to evaluate and benchmark our
hotels and identify best practices adds tremendous value
to our portfolio of world class assets. Our asset management team uses this expertise to work with our managers to develop an individual strategic plan for each hotel

A spectacular landmark in one of the world’s greatest
cities, the San Francisco Marriott Marquis features
1,499 rooms and over 100,000 square feet of meeting and
banquet space.

CONSOLIDATED HOTELS
ASIAN JOINT VENTURE HOME OFFICE
HOTELS UNDER DEVELOPMENT THROUGH
JOINT VENTURE IN INDIA

ASIA PACIFIC
Branching outwards from our 
joint venture office in Singapore,
we are exploring acquisition and 
development opportunities in 
I ndia ,

C hina ,

J apan ,  Vietnam ,

Australia, as well as New Zealand,
where we recently acquired a 
portfolio of hotels.
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that can both realize the inherent value of the property’s

to both segment shifts to higher-rated business and actual

specific competitive advantages, while remaining flexible

rate increases. We also expect our group business will

enough to adapt to changing economic conditions.

gradually return to historical levels of demand as the group
booking pace for 2011 continues to improve.

Driving revenue growth is the core of each hotel’s strategic
plan. Our hotels have historically generated a higher per-

While driving revenues is critical, controlling operating

centage of their revenues from corporate group and cor-

costs is always a key priority. We focus on establishing and

porate transient customers, which are typically sold at rate

maintaining operating benchmarks and controlling labor

premium to leisure or discount business. The size and

costs to maximize the profit flow-through for our proper-

location of our urban, resort and convention hotels enables

ties. Accordingly, we work with our operators to reduce

our managers to be creative and flexible in using meeting

costs and generate savings in ways that do not impact the

and catering space to adapt to the needs of both large and

quality of our hotels or guest satisfaction. We believe our

small groups. Consistent with past lodging cycles, the

cost control efforts have achieved some long-term effi-

recovery in 2010 was primarily driven by increases in cor-

ciencies that will enhance our future operating perfor-

porate transient demand, which, as the year progressed,

mance. As we enter what we believe is a sustained period

was joined by improvements across the majority of our

of growth, we will not waiver from our goal to maximize

customer types. We expect improvements in RevPAR for

the current operating performance of our portfolio and

2011 will be driven more by increases in average room

position ourselves to reap the rewards through higher

rates than by occupancy, and that the increases will be due

sales proceeds upon the disposition of select assets.

A commercial center for New Zealand, the cosmopolitan city of Auckland draws business and leisure travelers alike to our
ibis and Novotel Auckland Ellerslie hotels. Centrally located, these two properties provide easy access to a national passion,
horseracing at the nearby Ellerslie Racecourse.
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Four Seasons Hotel Atlanta
An attentive Southern host, Four Seasons is Atlanta’s premier address
for special events — the only five-star, five-diamond hotel in the city.
Its dramatic three story atrium with its grand staircase and baccarat
crystal chandelier speak to elegant surroundings of the highest quality.
14

Sustainability & Community Commitment
We believe that creating value for our stockholders involves more than just prudent and
disciplined financial and asset management and strategic investment strategies. Careful
consideration of the environmental and social impacts of our operations is critical. We are
committed to good corporate citizenship and understand that this responsibility touches both
the communities in which we operate and our guests.
OUR ENVIRONMENT

We strive to embed sustainability into all aspects of our
operations. Working closely with our operators, we integrate sustainable principles into our strategies and support
their initiatives. Our capital expenditure projects consider
and incorporate many aspects of sustainability into our
renovation and repositioning investments. We have LEED®
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) accredited professionals on staff who ensure that we meet our
high quality standards, as well as exceed industry standards.
We invest in environmentally responsible equipment,
systems and projects that reduce energy and water

A spectacular 444-room resort hotel, The Ritz Carlton,

consumption, while maintaining our properties in

Amelia Island is a seaside retreat for nature lovers and
those who thrive on an abundance of sun, sand and

superior physical condition. Some of these investments

outdoor sports. The property recently installed an

include: state-of-the-art cogeneration plants; laundry

AquaRecycle system that reclaims and reuses laundry

waste water recycling systems; EPA ENERGY STAR®

wastewater helping both the environment and the
bottom line.

qualified appliances and electronics; EPA WaterSense®
labeled plumbing fixtures; energy efficient lighting; sus-

sustainable operational practices in all of our hotels and

tainable construction practices; and materials made from

support the achievement of LEED® Existing Building,

recycled content. We encourage our managers to utilize

Green Seal and other recognized green certifications.
Host’s Green Team helps develop a sustainability strategy
to support our business objectives, makes policy recommendations to the senior executive team and promotes
green practices at our corporate headquarters.
OUR COMMUNITY

Community is one of our core values. This value encompasses not only the communities where our hotels are located,
but our associates in Bethesda, London, Amsterdam and
Singapore. Our goal is to help associates be successful from
day one, create a respectful community and supportive culture and foster work-life balance. Within the communities
The Ritz-Carlton, San Francisco is a landmark in this

where we do business, we are committed to making a dif-

gateway to the Pacific. A recent renovation included the

ference through financial support, partnership and volun-

installation of a Microturbine CoGeneration plant that

teer service. Visit the Corporate Responsibility Section on

saves enough electricity to power 200 American house

our website for more information.

holds and reduces emissions by 800 tons of CO2 per year.
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Selected Financial Data
Reconciliation of Net Loss Available to Common Stockholders to Funds From Operations per Diluted Share(a)(b)
Year ended December 31,
(UNAUDI T ED, IN MIL L ION s , EXC EPT PER S HARE AMOU NT S )

Net loss
Less: Net loss attributable to non-controlling interests
  Dividends on preferred stock
  Issuance cost of redeemed preferred stock
Net loss available to common stockholders
Adjustments:
(Gains) losses on dispositions, net of taxes
Amortization of deferred gains and other property transactions, net of taxes
Depreciation and amortization
Partnership adjustments
FFO of non-controlling interests of Host LP
Funds from operations
Adjustments for dilutive securities (c):
Assuming deduction of gain recognized for the repurchase of 2004
Exchangeable Debentures
Assuming conversion of 2004 Exchangeable Debentures
Diluted FFO (a)(b)
Diluted weighted average shares outstanding
FFO per diluted share (a)(b)

2010

2009

$  (132)
2
(4)
(4)

$  (258)
6
(9)
—

(138)

(261)

2
—
591
4
(7)

(31)
(4)
604
4
(7)

452

305

—
13

(2)
—

$  465

$  303

680.2
$ .68

589.0
$ .51

Reconciliation of Net Loss to EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA(a)(b)
Year ended December 31,
(UNAUDI T ED, IN MIL L ION S ) 				

Net loss
Interest expense
Depreciation and amortization
Income taxes
Discontinued operations (d)
EBITDA
(Gains) losses on dispositions
Non-cash impairment charges
Amortization of deferred gains
Equity investment adjustments:
Equity in (earnings) losses of affiliates
Pro rata EBITDA of equity investments
Consolidated partnership adjustments:
Pro rata EBITDA attributable to non-controlling partners
in other consolidated partnerships
Adjusted EBITDA(a)(b)

2010

2009

$  (132)
384
592
(31)
(1)

$  (258)
379
595
(39)
10

812
2
—
—

687
(35)
131
(4)

1
23

(3)
33

(14)

(11)

$  824

$  798

(a)

For further discussion of why we believe FFO per diluted share and Adjusted EBITDA are useful supplemental measures of our performance
and the limitations on their use, see our Annual Report on Form 10-K included in our mailing to stockholders.

(b)

FFO per diluted share and Adjusted EBITDA were significantly affected by certain transactions. For further discussion, see our Annual
Report on Form 10-K included in our mailing to stockholders.

(c)

FFO per diluted share in accordance with NAREIT is adjusted for the effects of dilutive securities. Dilutive securities may include shares
granted under comprehensive stock plans, preferred OP Units held by non-controlling partners, exchangeable debt securities and other
non-controlling interests that have the option to convert their limited partnership interest to common OP Units. No effect is shown for
securities if they are anti-dilutive.

(d)

Reflects the interest expense, depreciation and amortization and income taxes included in discontinued operations.
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Common Stock
		 Stock		Dividends
		 Price		Declared
High	Low
Per Share

2009
1st Quarter
2nd Quarter
3rd Quarter
4th Quarter

$ 8.22
9.92
11.09
12.20

$ 3.08
3.70
7.07
9.64

2010
1st Quarter
2nd Quarter
3rd Quarter
4th Quarter

$14.96
17.09
15.91
17.97

$10.46
12.83
12.64
13.95

* Paid 90% with Host common stock and 10% in cash.
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